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DOE and HEP Program Planning and Budgets
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DOE/HEP Comparative Reviews
DOE Early Career Research Program
Closing Remarks
This talk will (1) emphasize the Energy Frontier program —
which includes the science programs at the LHC and future particle
colliders — within the broader context of the overall HEP program;
and
(2) provide a planned-overview of the upcoming FY 2020 comparative
review funding opportunity announcement. But please refer to the final
announcement once issued and prior to any submission of an application.
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What is the DOE HEP Program
Program Model
• Science Mission-driven: DOE develops and supports a specific portfolio of projects Þ
emphasis placed on planning, building experiments, operating, and publishing results
DOE HEP Mission: to understand how the universe works at its most fundamental level
• Discover the most elementary constituents of matter and energy
• Probe the interactions between them
• Explore the basic nature of space and time
How do we do this?
• Make significant, coherent contributions to facilities/experiments selected for the
program (e.g., LHC, Mu2e, …), including project management under DOE project system
• Support a science collaboration in all stages Þ best possible science results
• Support technology R&D to advance state-of-the-art particle accelerators and
detectors Þ lead to new and more capable facilities
• Form partnerships with other agencies (e.g., NSF, NASA) to help deliver our mission
DOE supports about ~85% of the U.S. HEP effort (in $), including ~all national laboratories
HEP Program Guidance
• FACA panels – official advisory bodies to the U.S. government
• e.g., High Energy Physics Advisory Panel (HEPAP) provides the primary advice on the
HEP program to DOE and NSF and includes subpanels for detailed studies (e.g., P5)
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A Global Vision for Particle Physics
• The global vision presented in the 2014 P5 report addresses
the five Science Drivers with a balanced program that
deeply intertwines U.S. efforts with international partners
– “The United States and major players in other regions can
together address the full breadth of the field’s most urgent
scientific questions if each hosts a unique world-class
facility at home and partners in high-priority facilities
hosted elsewhere.”

• CERN is an important partner in achieving this vision
– The LHC and its upgrades are a core part of the U.S. program
– CERN is a key partner in the U.S.-hosted international
neutrino program (Short- and Long-Baseline)

• DOE execution of the P5 strategy requires navigating
many factors, including:
– Balancing full scope of the HEP program
• projects, operations, research
– U.S. budget formulation and execution
– Coordination among U.S. and international partners
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P5 Implementation Status – FY 2019
All projects on-budget and on-schedule
}

Projects fully funded as of FY 2019
}
}
}
}
}
}

}
}
}

}
}
}
You are here

Muon g-2: 1st beam 2017
ATLAS and CMS [Phase-1] detector upgrades:
2019-2020 installation progressing
Mu2e: 1st data in 2020
LSST: full science operations 2023
DM-G2 (superCDMS & LZ): 1st data 2020
DESI: 1st light on April 1, 2019

HL-LHC accelerator and detector upgrades
started on-schedule
LBNF/DUNE & PIP-II schedules advanced due to
strong support by Administration & Congress
CMB-S4: developing technically-driven
schedule to inform agencies, NAS Astro 2020
Decadal Survey
DM-G3: R&D limited while fabricating G2
ILC: cost reduction R&D while waiting for
official decision from Japan to host
Broad portfolio of small projects proceeding
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DOE Office of HEP

HEP underpins and advances the DOE missions and objectives through a balance portfolio
of scientific research, facilities’ operations and projects, and by the development of key
technologies and trained person-power needed to work at the cutting edge of science.
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DOE Office of HEP

Energy Frontier / LHC
and related programs

HEP underpins and advances the DOE missions and objectives through a balance portfolio
of scientific research, facilities’ operations and projects, and by the development of key
technologies and trained person-power needed to work at the cutting edge of science.
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U.S. BUDGET AND DOE HIGH
ENERGY PHYSICS
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The U.S. Federal Budget Cycle (1)
– The President submits a Budget Request (PBR)
– Each house of Congress passes their vision of
a draft budget (called a “mark”)
For FY 2020, we are here but still await Senate Mark

– Both houses agree on a single bill (through
“reconciliation”)
• No amendments are allowed beyond this
point, to ensure the process converges

– Congress passes this legislation
– The President signs it and it becomes law

“I’m Just a Bill”
Credit: America Rocks, 1976.
3rd season, Schoolhouse Rock.

– If this process does not complete by the end of the fiscal year
(September 30th), Congress may pass a “continuing resolution”, or
without any action, U.S. Government can [partially] “shutdown”
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The U.S. Federal Budget Cycle (2)
§ Typically, three budgets are being worked on at any given time
– Executing current Fiscal Year [FY; October 1, 201x – September 30, 201(x+1)]
– Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Review and Congressional
Appropriation for upcoming FY
– Agency internal planning for the second FY from now

Congressional
Budget and
Spend the Fiscal Year Budget
Appropriations

FY 2021 DOE Internal Planning with OMB
Budget OMB and OSTP Guidance Review

Budget Release

FY 2020 OMB
Budget Review

Budget Release

FY 2019
Spend the Fiscal Year Budget
Budget

Congressional
Budget and
Spend the Fiscal Year Budget
Appropriations

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep

CY 2018

Calendar Year 2019

Calendar Year 2020

Calendar Year 2021

You are here
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FY 2020 DOE/HEP Budget Request
HEP Funding Category
($ in K)

}

}

FY 2019
Enacted

FY 2020
Request

FY 2020 vs.
FY 2019

Research

359,177

380,847

301,357

-79,490

Facilities/Operations

270,488

260,803

239,746

-21,057

Projects

278,335

338,350

226,935

-111,415

908,000

980,000

768,038

-211,962

Total
}

FY 2018
Actual

FY 2020 President’s Budget Request is overlay of Administration, SC, and P5 priorities
}

SC: interagency partnerships, national laboratories, accelerator R&D, Quantum Information Science
(QIS) to accelerate discovery, Artificial Intelligence (AI) / Machine Learning (ML) research to tackle
challenges in science

}

P5: preserve vision, modify execution

FY 2020 HEP Budget continues support for P5-guided investments
}

“Building for Discovery” by supporting HL-LHC, LBNF/DUNE, and PIP-II

}

Research support advances P5 science drivers and world-leading, long-term R&D in Advanced
Technology, Accelerator Stewardship, and QIS

}

Operations support enables research at HEP User Facilities and science operations of P5 experiments

The Administration and Congress support the overall P5 strategy
}

FY 2020 House Mark for HEP: $1,045,000,000 ; FY 2020 Senate Mark not yet released
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Overall HEP Budget Trend
}

FY 2020 House Mark increases project funding above the FY 2020 Request
}
}

Profiles for high-priority projects recommended by P5 continue to ramp up
Importance of research and operations reflected in the House Report language

HEP BUDGET ALLOCATION BY FISCAL YEAR ($ IN K)
All funding shown in “then-year” U.S. dollars
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U.S. Congress Supports P5 Strategy
• Recent appropriations reports include language recognizing community’s efforts:
– FY 2019 Senate EWD: “Four years into executing the P5, the Committee commends
the Office of Science and the high energy physics community for achieving
significant accomplishments and meeting the milestones and goals set forth in the
strategic plan […]”

• FY 2020 appropriations process is progressing
– Senate Mark not released; still awaiting final Congressional actions for FY 2020
– Final language of appropriations bill/report impact how funding is directed
– Will also determine enacted allocation across Research, Facilities, and Projects
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Some Challenges (I)
}

Most of the recent HEP budget growth is in Projects, without similar
increases in Operations and Research
} HEP-style Projects depend heavily on Research and Ops support for R&D,
QA/QC, integration, installation and commissioning
}

Example: Installation and Commissioning of U.S. Phase-1 ATLAS and CMS Upgrades
are under the scope of the U.S. LHC Operations Program

}

Given that there is a lot of current Research and Ops effort committed to
active experiments, this is not optimal for successful project execution
} Balancing Research and Ops with the needs of current and future projects
requires careful prioritization
}

This is a complex interlocking problem with many contributing factors
} Cannot simply “trim the large projects” (or other “simple” solutions)
without having impacts elsewhere
} HEP Program Managers address this ~every day
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Challenges & Compounding Effects of Success (II)
}

A number of smaller issues have created a cumulative effect that impacts the
Core Research program
}

Cost of doing business has increased significantly, year by year, reducing the buying
power of research dollars

}

Community has grown, which adds more competitors to the pool for comparative review
} Research efforts necessary to support large projects are increasing as projects ramp up
}

}

Operations costs necessary for experiments are increasing as P5 projects are successfully
completing and starting to take data

These effects are tied to the high level of support received through
Congressional appropriations based on the very successful execution of the P5
strategy so far
}

Within the complex budget formulation process, DOE/HEP continues to work to ensure
an adequate balance exists between Research, Operations, and Projects

}

FY 2020 House Marks and Report language suggest that the message is getting through
that healthy growth of the program requires Research and Operations growth in addition
to Project support
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STRATEGIC
PLANNING

Timeline for Updating the U.S. Strategy
}

}

}

The May 2014 P5 report was successful because it was well informed by the
science community, including information from:
}

2010 New Worlds, New Horizons in Astronomy and Astrophysics

}

2012 Report of the Subcommittee on Future Projects of High Energy Physics (Japan)

}

2013 European Strategy for Particle Physics Report

}

2013 U.S. Particle Physics Community-driven “Snowmass” process

The timeline of processes that impact the next strategic plan:
}

2018-2020: New National Academy of Sciences (NAS) Astronomy and Astrophysics Decadal Survey

}

2018-2020: European Strategy for Particle Physics process

}

2019/2020: Anticipated Japanese decision on ILC

}

2020: Earliest opportunity for National Science Board to approve obligating HL-LHC MREFC

From a DOE perspective, the earliest that new APS/DPF Snowmass, NAS Elementary
Particle Physics Decadal Survey, and P5 processes could begin is 2020
}

Relative timing of Snowmass, P5, and NAS EPP Decadal Survey to be determined

}

Enables receiving next P5 recommendations by March 2023, in time to inform the FY 2025
budget formulation
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Possible Strategic Planning Timeline
}
}

}

To provide timely input to the FY 2025 budget formulation, the next P5 report will
be required by March 2023
U.S. Community considering Snowmass process with ‘major’ meeting occurring in
summer 2021
Potential timeline for the next NAS EPP Decadal Survey could be mid-2020 through
early-2022
}

Overlap with Snowmass could enable synergy with Snowmass processes and delivery
of report as P5 process begins

Process Description

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023
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European Strategy Process
NAS Astro2020 Survey
NSB HL-LHC MREFC Decision
APS/DPF Snowmass Process
NAS EPP Decadal Survey
P5 Process
A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

We are here
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Community Participation
} Broad community participation in the U.S. particle physics strategic

planning process is essential
}

The 2014 P5 report was successful because it built upon a solid foundation of
community effort

} PIs and Laboratory Staff are encouraged to be active in all phases

of the process:
}

Submit whitepapers to the NAS Astro2020 and possible EPP decadal surveys
} Actively participate in the DPF-led Snowmass process
} Develop new concepts for future projects
} PIs on HEP research grants may contribute to planning processes as

aligned with scope of work
}

Any questions, please see one of us from DOE…
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ENERGY FRONTIER

Enabling the Next Discovery
•
•

P5 identified 5 Science Drivers to address the scientific motivation of an
international particle physics program
Research Frontiers are useful categorization of experimental techniques and
serve as the basis of the budget process
– 3 out of the 5 drivers: science
of the Higgs, Dark Matter, and
Exploring the Unknown

•

Research Frontiers

Energy Frontier

Research Frontiers are
complementary
– No one Frontier addresses
all science drivers
– Each Frontier provides a
different approach to
address science driver
– Enables cross-checking
scientific results

Particle Physics Science Drivers

•
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DOE/HEP Energy Frontier
Experiment Location

Center-of-Mass Energy; Description
Status
of Science

# Institutions;
# Countries

# U.S. Institutions #U.S.
Coll.

7-8 TeV; 13-14 TeV
Run 1: 2009-2012
ATLAS
Run 2: 2015-2018
(A Toroidal
[LHC; Geneva, Switzerland /
LHC ApparatuS)
Run 3 to begin: 2021
Meyrin, Switzerland]
Run 4 to begin: mid-2026

Higgs, Top,
Electroweak, SUSY,
New Physics, QCD,
B-physics

183 Institutions;
38 Countries

31 DOE Univ.,
4 DOE National Labs;
(10 NSF Univ.)

7-8 TeV; 13-14 TeV
Run 1: 2009-2012
CMS
Run 2: 2015-2018
(Compact
[LHC; Geneva, Switzerland /
Muon Solenoid)
Run 3 to begin: 2021
Cessy, France]
Run 4 to begin: mid-2026

Higgs, Top,
Electroweak, SUSY,
New Physics, QCD,
B-physics

229 Institutions;
51 Countries

36 DOE Univ.,
1 DOE National Lab;
(17 NSF Univ.)

CERN,
Large Hadron Collider

CERN,
Large Hadron Collider

620

650

LHC data provided by U.S. LHC collaborations, as of May 2019.

• One main scientific thrust – LHC at CERN (pp collider): ATLAS and CMS Collaborations
• Modest support for studies on future collider initiatives:
– Include ~3-4 FTEs on ILC/Japan or FCC/CERN physics studies and detector R&D
• U.S. is the single largest collaborating nation in both the ATLAS and CMS experiments at LHC
– U.S.-ATLAS: ~19% of the international ATLAS Collaboration (~15.3% DOE + ~3.6% NSF)
• Brookhaven National Laboratory is U.S. ATLAS host lab for DOE

– U.S.-CMS: ~27% of the international CMS Collaboration (~21.5% DOE + ~5.7% NSF)
• Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory is U.S. CMS host lab for DOE
• DOE Nuclear Physics supports heavy-ion research on ALICE, CMS, and ATLAS
• NSF supports research on ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb
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LHC and HL-LHC Timeline
• During next decade, LHC will be only means to
produce and characterize the Higgs boson
– Precision measurements of its properties
leading to any deviations at the few %-level
– Sensitivity to rare processes, Higgs decay to µµ

• Up to 40% larger discovery potential for new
physics than that accessible prior to upgrades

13 TeV

13 TeV

We are
here

2nd LHC shutdown (2019-2020)
§ LHC Injectors Upgrade (to deliver brighter bunches)
§ Initial [Phase-1] LHC experiments upgrades
§ First test of 11 Tesla dipoles in LHC

3rd LHC shutdown (2024-2026)
§ HL-LHC installation, accelerator upgrade including
Nb3Sn focusing magnets near interaction regions;
23
§ CMS and ATLAS HL-LHC detector upgrades

U.S. LHC Detectors Operations Program
The LHC at CERN is the centerpiece of the U.S. Energy Frontier program
and an integral component of the DOE HEP program
§ Scope of U.S. ATLAS, U.S. CMS Operations Programs; joint DOE and NSF coordination
— Operations Program Management; Detector Maintenance and Operations (M&O)
o

M&O of U.S.-built detectors or detector components

o
o

Meet U.S. obligations to international CMS and ATLAS by contributions to common fund
Upon completion of fabrication of U.S.-built detector components, and delivery to CERN of
the initial [Phase-1] ATLAS and CMS detector upgrades, complete installation and
commissioning activities for each international collaboration

― Software and Computing (S&C)
o
o
o

Support U.S. Tier-1 (DOE) and Tier-2 (NSF) computing facilities
Contribute to the software tools and provisions to enable all phases of physics analyses by
U.S. physicists on CMS and ATLAS via support for computing hardware and core software
DOE support of ESnet Transatlantic network for transfer of data from Tier-0 to U.S. Tier-1s

― For NSF: conduct project planning and R&D leading to a construction-ready
proposal (MREFC) for the HL-LHC CMS and ATLAS detector upgrades

U.S. agencies’ review of operations held every ~24 months for the above scope;
and resources coordinated through the CERN LHC Resources Review Boards (RRB)
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U.S. HL-LHC Upgrade Projects Moving Forward
• DOE HL-LHC Accelerator Upgrade Project
– DOE CD-0 (Mission Need) approved in Apr 2016 Þ initiated ‘project’
– DOE CD-1/CD-3a (long-lead procurement for Nb3Sn conductor for quadrupole
magnets) held in Aug 2017; DOE approved CD-1/CD-3a in Oct 2017
– DOE approved CD-2 (Project Baseline) and CD-3b (RF crab cavities) in Feb 2019
– Project is advanced technically and management team is transitioning well from the
LARP R&D mode to DOE project execution with a strong project office at Fermilab

• DOE and NSF HL-LHC [Phase-II] ATLAS and CMS Detector Upgrades
– DOE CD-0 approved in Apr 2016 Þ initiated ‘projects’
– DOE CD-1 project reviews for U.S. ATLAS and U.S. CMS held summer 2018; DOE
approved CD-1 for U.S. ATLAS in Sep 2018; U.S. CMS CD-1 “re-review” scheduled for
Oct 22-24, 2019
– U.S. ATLAS DOE CD-3a review in Jul 2019; aiming for approvals late-Aug/early-Sept
(long-lead procurement of silicon for the tracker)
– NSF Conceptual Design Review towards a MREFC project held in 2016; U.S. ATLAS
(Columbia) and U.S. CMS (Cornell) Preliminary Design Reviews held on Dec 2017
(U.S. CMS) and Jan 2018 (U.S. ATLAS); Final Design Reviews in Sept 2019
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CMS HL-LHC Upgrade
• DOE and U.S. National Science Foundation coordinating U.S. contributions with
CERN and international partners on CMS
• Scope of the U.S. deliverables leverages expertise by U.S. scientists
L1-Trigger/HLT/DAQ

DOE

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2283192
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2283193

NSF

Barrel Calorimeters

NSF

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2283187

• New FE/BE electronics for full granularity readout at 40
MHz with precise timing for e/γ at 30 GeV
• ECAL and HCAL new Back-End boards

• Tracks in L1-Trigger at 40 MHz
• PFlow-like selection 750 kHz output
• HLT output 7.5 kHz

Muon systems

NSF

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2283189
•
•
•
•

DOE

New Calorimeter Endcap

DT & CSC new FE/BE readout
RPC back-end electronics
New GEM/RPC 1.6 < η < 2.4
Extended coverage to η ≃ 3

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2293646

Beam Radiation Instr. and
Luminosity, and Common
Systems and Infrastructure
https://cds.cern.ch/record/202
0886
All Funding

• Referred to as HGCAL, EC, CE
• 3D showers and precise timing
• Si, Scint+SiPM in Pb/W-SS

Tracker
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2272264

• Si-Strip and Pixels increased granularity
• Design for tracking in L1-Trigger
• Extended coverage to η ≃ 3.8

MIP Timing Detector
DOE
NSF

Agencies

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2296612

Precision timing with:
• Barrel layer: Crystals + SiPMs DOE
• Endcap layer: Low Gain Avalanche Diodes

= U.S. contributions to CMS HL-LHC Upgrade Scope
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ATLAS HL-LHC Upgrade
• Similarly, U.S. ATLAS is defining the scope of its contributions to HL-LHC by
leveraging interests and experience of U.S. groups, coordinating with
international ATLAS
Upgraded Trigger & DAQ:
Electronics Upgrade for LAr and
Infrastructure and
• DOE Scope:

Tile Calorimeters; muon system

L0: 1 MHz; improved HLT

Common Projects

– Barrel Inner Tracker
(pixel & strip detector)
– LAr Calorimeter frontend analog chip
development
– DAQ hardware
(data flow elements)
– Common systems and
infrastructure projects

• NSF Scope:
– ‘Triggering’ at high
luminosities
– Readout electronics for
LAr, Tile, Muons
– Common systems and
infrastructure projects

New muon chambers in
the inner barrel region

New inner tracking detector
(all silicon tracker, up to |h|=4)

• High granularity
timing detector
(forward region)
• High-h muon tagger
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Computing in the HL-LHC Era
• Simple extrapolation leads to an unsustainable place
– Costs exceed the entire U.S. HEP budget (“$1B problem”)

• Our goal is to match demonstrable experiment need
with a realistic funding profile – we want the science
to succeed
– How do the software and computing models evolve?
• much was developed beginning 15 years ago
• they need to function 15 years from now

– To what extent can we leverage HPC capabilities?
– What is the optimum balance between CPU, disk, and
networking?

• What is the optimum balance between people
and hardware?

– How do we fund people today so we don’t need
hardware tomorrow?
– Goal: assess computing needs early enough to
help inform experiments and funding agencies
for successful LHC operations during HL-LHC era

• To develop strategic plan, DOE/HEP has begun
dedicated working group sessions with the U.S.
HEP community, including CMS and ATLAS
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Future Colliders
• DOE continues to coordinate with the international
community towards the development of the next
collider program
– Apprised of discussions within ICFA/LCB
– Funding Agencies for Large Colliders (FALC)
– 2018-2020 European Strategy for Particle Physics
• Interest from HEP community to pursue R&D studies for
future collider options (e.g., Europe/CERN Future
Circular Collider or Japan-proposed ILC)
– Current DOE efforts focused on next generation highfield magnet technology to enable higher energy
future circular collider
– For ILC, modest R&D supported by DOE ― for e.g.,
focused on cost reduction via nitrogen treatment in
SRF cavity technology, detector design and development
• Next steps by DOE awaiting decision from Japan
on hosting ILC as a global project

14 T magnet tested at Fermilab
84% on the load-line at 1.9 K
92% on the load-line at 4.2 K

60-mm aperture
4-layer graded coil

SRF cavity:
Nitrogen Treatment R&D

High-Q0

(e.g. LCLS-II)

• Given any tight fiscal budgets in Energy Frontier, near-term
priorities will aim to support the LHC program as well as
U.S. commitments to the HL-LHC upgrades
– Very modest R&D towards these future collider
initiatives may continue, as funding allows

High-Q0; High-Eacc
(e.g. ILC)
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HEP COMPARATIVE REVIEW
PROCESS

University HEP Comparative Reviews
§ Since FY 2012, DOE/HEP uses a process of comparative grant reviews for university
research grants – those scheduled for renewal and any new proposals
– The FY 2020 Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) will mark 9th cycle in the process
– Each HEP subprogram at the DOE national laboratories is also reviewed every 4-5 years

§ Process was recommended by several DOE advisory committees, including the
2010, 2013, and 2016 HEP Committee of Visitors (COV):
– 2010 COV: “In several of the cases that the panel read, proposal reviewers expressed negative
views of the grant, but only outside of their formal responses. Coupled with the trend in the
data towards very little changes in the funding levels over time, this suggests that grants are
being evaluated based on the historical strength of the group rather than the current strength or
productivity of the group. This is of particular concern when considering whether new
investigators, new science, or high-risk projects can be competitive. Comparative reviews can be
a powerful tool for addressing these issues and keeping the program in peak form.”
• use comparative review panels on a regular basis

– 2013 COV: Continue comparative reviews. Augment with independent mail-in reviews;
– and 2016 COV: Continue comparative reviews

• and continue communicating with PIs about program priorities at DOE PI-meetings held at
a major conference/workshop
Goal: improve overall quality and efficacy of the HEP research program by identifying
the best proposals with highest scientific impact and potential
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FY 2020 HEP Comparative Review FOA and FAQ
§ DE-FOA-000xxxx issued TBD
§ Six HEP research subprograms
• Energy, Intensity, and Cosmic Frontiers, HEP Theory, Accelerator Science and Technology
R&D, and Detector R&D
§ Letter of Intent (strongly encouraged) due: TBD
§ Final Proposal deadline: TBD
§ Review process: TBD
Request PIs and university sponsored research/program offices to read the FOA
carefully to comply with all requirements prior to submitting a proposal.
§ In addition to the FOA, a FAQ is available and addresses topics:
• Registration and eligibility requirements
• Proposal types and requirements;
• Guidance for new faculty and those without current grants
• Guidance for PIs with existing HEP grants
• Budget information and guidance on scope of request(s)
• Letter of Intent
• Information on overall scientific merit review process
• Contacts for program- or system-related questions
Both the FOA and FAQ are planned to be available at:
https://science.osti.gov/grants/FOAs/Open
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Some ‘Recent’ Updates in the FOA
§ All Research proposals submitted to DOE Office of Science (SC) must have a Data
Management Plan (DMP)
– Includes HEP comparative review and Early Career, but not proposals for conferences,
workshops, operations, or projects
– Any thrust in a proposal without a DMP will be declined without review
– A DMP that is blank or states “not applicable” will not be accepted

§ All Renewal proposals must submit “proposal products” (publications, etc.) after
the application is submitted
– PIs are notified by PAMS and have 5 days to respond
– We cannot review incoming renewal proposals until this step is completed
– These ‘products’ are captured with your annual Progress Report but during this review process,
applicants are able to update their entries prior to merit review

§ Recurring submissions of Research Applications (new in FY 2018)
– “A previously declined application may be resubmitted to this FOA, but only after it has
undergone substantial revision. An application submitted to this FOA that has not clearly taken
into account the major concerns from prior DOE reviews may be declined without review and will
not be considered for funding.”

§ All FOAs have different eligibility, technical requirement, page limits, etc.
– Prior to any submission, read that particular FOA carefully!
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Data Management Plan
§ Data management involves all stages of the digital data life cycle including capture, analysis,
sharing, and preservation. The focus of the SC Digital Data Management is the sharing and
preservation of digital research data
– See Dr. Laura Biven’s presentation on SC Digital Data Management, Sept. 2014 HEPAP meeting:
https://science.osti.gov/hep/hepap/Meetings/201409

– FOAs issued after October 1, 2014 require a DMP and compliance with the SC Statement
• SC statement on DMP available at:
https://science.osti.gov/Funding-Opportunities/Digital-Data-Management
• In your proposal, DMPs are included as an appendix of the proposal
• See also Section IV of the comparative review FOA, the subsection for Appendix on ‘Data
Management Plan’, for requirements pertaining to DMPs that must be included in an application

§ International CMS and ATLAS have developed DMPs for their collaborations
– These plans meet the SC digital data management requirements
– Those seeking financial assistance grants [universities] or submitting FWPs [labs] for ‘research’
support can cite the DMPs for the respective experiment with the appropriate links:
• CMS Data Policy Document: CMS Document 6032-v1.2 (2018)
o https://cms-docdb.cern.ch/cgi-bin/PublicDocDB/ShowDocument?docid=6032

• ATLAS Data Access Policy Document: ATLAS-CB-PUB-2015-001 (2015)
o https://po.usatlas.bnl.gov/programoffice/datamanagementpolicy.php
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Other Key Items to Keep in Mind
§ Proposed research will review best if closely aligned with the DOE/HEP mission, its program,
and P5 strategy
§ Investigators in experimental HEP research frontiers [Energy, Intensity, Cosmic] will review
best if they are closely integrated into HEP collaborations and have key roles and
responsibilities on those experiments
§ “Generic” research that is not to be carried out as part of a specific HEP experimental
collaboration should be directed to the Detector R&D or HEP Theory subprograms, as
appropriate.
§ Read the FOA carefully and follow the requirements on content, length, etc.
– Several requirements in the FOA are set from outside the DOE/HEP office, and there is little to
no flexibility to modify. Non-compliant proposals submitted to the FOA will not be reviewed.
– In recent years, 5-10% of incoming proposals are declined without review. Requirements that
are most often missed or overlooked include: DMPs, page limits, separate budget sheets (if
needed) for each research subprogram or thrust, and inclusion of Personally Identifiable
Information (PII)

§ During and prior to the proposal submission, work with your university sponsored
research/program office to ensure all FOA requirements are met
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Proposals for Energy Frontier – LHC Research
• Energy Frontier Research supports science
analysis efforts on ATLAS and CMS:
– Physics analyses that support P5 science drivers
– Activities that support analyses
(e.g., reconstruction, object-ID, triggers, …)
– Within the topical areas, DOE reviews evaluate:

LHC Luminosity

ATLAS, CMS collected
~150 fb-1 in Run 2
(Goal: 100 fb-1 )

• Scientific output, impact and accomplishments
by each PI and overall group
• Group’s research plans / timeline for deliverables
during LS2 (post-Run 2) + start-Run 3 programs

• … and over the next ~6-8 years with the planned LHC upgrades
– Upgrade activities will mix with physics research-related efforts
• PIs are encouraged to provide an appropriately balanced proposal illustrating that the
group conducts activities across: research + operations + upgrade
• HL-LHC plans should be aligned with respect to the U.S.-CMS or U.S.-ATLAS projects

• … and/or a research program appropriately balanced with responsibilities in
U.S. LHC operations
• Other general observations
– In addition to activities at CERN, encourage the university community to exploit
and interact with CMS LHC Physics Center (LPC) or the ATLAS Centers (ATCs)
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Proposal: Project Narrative
§ Project Narrative comprises the research plan for the project
• Should contain enough background material in the introduction to demonstrate sufficient
knowledge of the research
• Devote main portion to a description and justification of the proposed project, include details of
the methods to be used and any relevant results
• Indicate which project personnel will be responsible for which activities
• Include timeline for the major activities of the proposed project

§ Must not exceed 9 pages per senior investigator when printed on standard 8½” x 11” paper
with 1-inch margins (top, bottom, left, and right). Font must not be smaller than 11 point.
• Senior investigator ≡ active tenured or tenure-track
faculty member at the sponsoring institution
-

• Non-tenure track faculty (e.g., research scientists) or senior research staff with term
appointments are not included in the 9-page limit per senior investigator unless they are the sole
senior investigator on the application
• Faculty members at collaborating institutions listed on the proposal (if any) are not included

§ Encouraged to refer to Section IV of the planned FOA
• Includes useful information to help PIs in preparing better narratives — for e.g.:
̶ What to address for the Background/Introduction
̶ Multiple Investigators and/or Multiple Research Subprograms or Thrusts
̶ Common narrative with overview of each group’s activities in different research areas
o Discussion of any synergies and connections between areas
̶ Proposed Project Objectives, Research Methods, Resources
̶ Timetable and Level of Effort of different activities, …
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HEP Research Activities Supported
§ What DOE supports
– Efforts that are in direct support of our programs
• support depends on merit review process, programmatic factors, and available funds
– Research efforts (mainly scientists) on R&D, experiment design, data-taking, analysis-related
activities
– Some engineering support may be provided through the DOE/HEP Detector R&D subprogram
– Theory, simulations, phenomenology, computational studies

§ Faculty support
– Based on merit reviews and/or optimizing the number of research personnel supported by
financial assistance awards, support of up to 2-months faculty summer salary
– Summer support should be adjusted according to % time the faculty is on research effort

§ Research Scientists

– Support may be provided, but due to long-term expectations, need to consider
case-by-case on merits: whether the roles and responsibilities are well-matched with
individual capabilities and cannot be fulfilled by a term position
– Efforts are related towards research; not long-term operations and/or project activities

× What’s not supported by ‘Research’ grants
– Any significant HEP operations and/or project-related activities:
• engineering, major items of equipment, consumables for prototyping or production
– Non-HEP related efforts ― for e.g.:
• gravity waves (LIGO); heavy-ion (RHIC or at the LHC)
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Research Scientists (RS)
§ Panel plans to evaluate RS efforts where support is requested in a comparative review proposal
§ Guidance to PIs given in Q&A of FAQ…
– Requests to support RS dedicated full-time (and long-term) to operational and/or project
activities for an experiment will not be supported by respective frontier research areas
– If RS conducting physics research-related activities, requests [scaled to % of time on such efforts]
can be included
• any final support will be based on the merit review process

§ Common [past] reviewer comments that result in unfavorable merit reviews:
– ‘RS conducting scope of work typically commensurate at the postdoctoral-level…’
– ‘RS involved in long-term operation/project activities with minimum physics research efforts…’
• such efforts may review well in a DOE review of the operation/project program but not
as well in a review of the experimental research program

§ What is “physics research-related activities”?
– Object reconstruction/algorithm development, performance studies, data taking and analysis,
and mentorship of students & postdocs in these areas
– Scientific activities in support of detector/hardware design and development

§ From the research program, cases become an issue when operations/projects become the
dominant activity ‘long-term’
– A well-balanced portfolio that includes physics research-related activities is encouraged
– Important to narrate complete plans in 2-page “appendix narrative” + provide 1-page bio sketch
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Cross-cut, Multi-thrust, or Transitional Proposals
§ Applications where a PI is proposing to conduct research across multiple HEP research
subprograms during the project period will be considered
§ PIs are encouraged to submit only one application, describing:
• Overall research activity, including fractional time planned in each subprogram
• Continuing for the FY 2020 FOA: in proposal’s Budget Justification material (Appendix 7),
include level of effort table for any transitions of effort during project period

§ As part of their overview of the subprogram and review process, DOE PMs will provide
the panel with details regarding such research plans across multiple HEP thrusts
§ Reviewers with appropriate topical expertise in the research area(s) will assess the full
scope, relevance, and impact of the proposed research in the merit review process —
e.g., merit review questions consider:
• Are the plans for such cross-cutting efforts reasonably developed and balanced; will the
proposed activities have impact?
• Does the scope of the full proposed program provide synergy or additional benefits to
the HEP mission beyond the individual thrusts?
• Will PI’s overall efforts across multiple thrusts add value to HEP program goals and
mission?
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Comparative Merit Review Criteria
[Criteria sub-questions planned to be provided in Section V of FY 2020 FOA and to merit reviewers/panel to evaluate proposal and PI(s)]
1) Scientific and/or Technical Merit of the Proposed Research
e.g., What is the scientific scope and impact of the proposed effort? How might the results of the proposed work impact the direction,
progress, and thinking in relevant scientific fields of research? What is the likelihood of achieving valuable results? How does the
merit of the proposed research, both in terms of scientific and/or technical merit and originality, compare with other efforts within the
same research area for a) applications submitted to this FOA and b) those in the overall HEP field? Is the Data Management Plan
suitable for the proposed research and to what extent does it support the validation of research results?
Please comment individually on each senior investigator.

2) Appropriateness of the Proposed Method or Approach
e.g., How logical and feasible are the approaches? Does the proposed research employ innovative concepts or methods? Are the
conceptual framework, methods, and analyses well justified, adequately developed, and likely to lead to scientifically valid
conclusions? Does the applicant recognize significant potential problems and consider alternative strategies?

3) Competency of Research Team and Adequacy of Available Resources
e.g., How well qualified is each senior investigator and their team, and what is the likelihood of success in carrying out the proposed
work? Does the proposed work take advantage of unique facilities and capabilities? What is the past scientific performance of the
team, including the dissemination of results? Are any proposed plans for recruiting any additional scientific and/or technical
personnel including new senior staff, students and postdocs reasonable, justified, and appropriate? Are the environment and facilities
adequate for performing the proposed effort, including any synergistic opportunities, institutional support, and/or infrastructure? Are
the senior investigator(s) or any members of the research group that are being reviewed leaders within the proposed effort(s) and/or
potential future leaders in the field? For senior investigator(s) proposing to work across multiple research thrusts, are the plans for
such cross-cutting efforts reasonably developed and will the proposed activities have impact?

4) Reasonableness and Appropriateness of the Proposed Budget
e.g., Are the proposed budget and staffing levels adequate to carry out the proposed work? If multiple research thrusts are proposed,
is the balance of proposed efforts reasonable and well-matched to the proposed research goals? Are all travel, student costs, and
other ancillary expenses adequately estimated and justified? Is the budget reasonable, appropriate for the scope?

5) Alignment of the Proposed Research to the Priorities Established in the P5 Strategic Plan
e.g., How does the proposed research of each senior investigator specifically contribute to the mission, science goals, and
programmatic priorities of the subprogram in which the application is being evaluated? Is the proposed research consistent with
priorities and strategic plan described in the P5 report? For multi-thrust proposals, does the scope of the full proposed program
provide synergy or additional public benefits within HEP’s Congressionally-authorized mission-space beyond the individual thrusts?
How likely is the research to impact the direction of the overall HEP program? For senior investigator(s) proposing to work and/or
transition across multiple research thrusts during the project period, will their overall efforts add value in the broader context of the
program goals described in the P5 strategic plan?
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Programmatic Considerations
§ Generally very useful to have head-to-head reviews of PIs working in similar
areas, particularly for large grants
§ Discuss relative strengths and weaknesses of individual proposals and PIs
§ Many factors weigh into final funding decisions
– Compelling research proposal for next ~3-4 years
þ Interesting? Novel? Significant? Plausibly achievable?
x Incremental? Implausibly ambitious? Poorly presented?
– Significant recent contributions in last 3-4 years
• Synergy and collaboration within group (as appropriate)
• Contributions to the research infrastructure of experiments
– Alignment with programmatic priorities
§ Supportive of excellent people, including excellent new people, even when
times are tough!
§ Corollary: Some proposals or personnel ranked below average may not be
funded.
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Comparative Review Criteria (cont.)
For Principal Investigators
•
•
•

Merit review criteria and corresponding questions are given in Section V of the FOA
Program Policy Factors, which are also used in selections for an award – including those
pertaining to the availability of funds – are given in Section V of the FOA
These serve as an additional guide for PIs to address in their proposal’s project narratives
– Do not just write an explicit paragraph answering each question-by-question, but instead,
integrate and adapt these (as appropriate) when narrating the group’s activities and
research plans

For Reviewers/Panelists
• The merit review criteria and corresponding questions are given to all reviewers to input
their reviews in DOE’s Portfolio Analysis and Management System (PAMS)
– Serves as a guide for reviewers to address each review criteria for written reviews
• These are highlighted by DOE Program Managers at the beginning of panel deliberations
• These are presented and discussed by individual panelists for each proposal
• Other Program Policy Factors are also discussed with panelists.
– For e.g., program alignment with respect to the P5 strategic plan, fostering
development of diverse cadre of supported researchers, and opportunity for earlystage investigators and/or junior scientific personnel.
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Guidance Checklist for FY 2020 Comp Rev
§ Non-compliant applications will not be reviewed, and therefore, will not be considered for
funding. As a convenience and courtesy, DOE/HEP plans to provide a checklist in the FY 2020 FOA.
– The list, on the opening pages of the FOA, is not intended to be complete; applicants should review
the FOA in-detail and follow all instructions.
HEP Comparative Review FOA – GUIDELINE FOR APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

COMPLETED

Is the proposed research scope aligned with programmatic priorities of DOE-HEP?

R

Personally Identifiable Information (PII): Do not supply any information, such as birth date or place,
citizenship, home address, personal phone nos., etc., that should not enter into the merit review.

R

A Data Management Plan is required for each research thrust (e.g., CMS, DUNE, AdS/CFT, etc.). It must
appear in its own Appendix of the application and comply with page-limit requirements specified in the FOA.

R

Project Summary/Abstract Page: contains the name(s) of the applicant, the project director/principal
investigator(s) and the PD/PI’s institutional affiliation, and any Co-Investigators and their affiliations.

R

DOE Cover Page: list each HEP research subprogram (e.g., Energy Frontier, HEP Theory, etc.) for which funding
is requested. If there is more than one, be sure to attach the Cover Page Supplement, as specified in the FOA.

R

Page limits for each section comply with the FOA requirements (as defined in Section IV of the FOA).

R

Biographical sketches carefully follow the FOA instructions and avoid PII.

R

Current and Pending Support information completed, including period and an abstract of the scope of work.

R

In addition to the budget information for the full proposal: separate budget and budget justification
narratives for each HEP research subprogram in the proposal for each year in which funding is being
requested and for the cumulative funding period has been provided in Appendix 7.

R

Level of Effort Tables completed in Budget Justifications in Appendix 7: for each person for whom funding is
requested in a research thrust, on the scope of activities during proposed project period.

R

DOE HEP Status and FOAs -- August 4, 2015

Post-submission of a ‘renewal’ application, timely submitted the Renewal Proposal Products (RPP) in PAMS.

R
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Other DOE Funding Opportunities
}

Workforce Development (WDTS) programs:

https://science.osti.gov/wdts/

§ Office of Science Graduate Student Research fellowships (SCGSR)
• Supports graduate student research at a DOE national laboratory; 3 to 12 months
• Two calls per year, usually opens in February/August
• Applications are typically due May/November, respectively, for following Fall or Summer start

§ Science Undergraduate Laboratory Internships (SULI)
• Supports undergraduate research at a DOE national laboratory; 10 to 16 weeks
• Three calls per year, for following Spring/Summer/Fall terms
• Now accepting applications for Spring 2020 term; due October 7, 2019 (5 pm ET)

§ Visiting Faculty Program
• Summer research support for faculty/students from historically underrepresented institutions
• One call per year, usually opens in October; Applications due the following January

}

DOE Office of Science (SC) programs:
§ Early Career Research: https://science.osti.gov/early-career/
• Current FY 2019 process ongoing…

§ General SC “Open Call” [DE-FOA-0001820]
• HEP uses this primarily for supplemental proposals, experimental (non-LHC) operations support, and
conferences/workshops
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EARLY CAREER RESEARCH
PROGRAM

How to Prepare for an Early Career Proposal (I)
Plan to issue a FY 2020 funding opportunity announcement for the next round of Early
Career applicants
• Stay tuned for further updates at: https://science.osti.gov/early-career
In addition to the merit review criteria found in the FOA, the following guidance should be
applied while preparing the proposal narrative:
• What challenges/problems are you trying to solve? Communicate this in the proposal.
• Is someone else doing it already?
— Alternatively, aren’t those research activities already being funded elsewhere?
— i.e., if you carry-out these efforts, why are they unique and require ‘you’?

• How does this research exploit/engage the unique capabilities of your institution?
• What resources are needed to complete the project?
• Does your proposal outline a 5-year timeline, with key deliverables and personnel
profiled during this project period?
• If funded, what will be the outcome after 5-years?
• Have you led the activities that you are proposing?
• Why are you a future leader in HEP? For e.g., identify past and present leadership
activities in the Collaboration; any in the HEP or broader scientific community?
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How to Prepare for an Early Career Proposal (II)
General observations for proposals submitted for research at the LHC (ATLAS, CMS)
• Provide unique capabilities. Impact: what does not get done, if not funded?

•
•
•
•

— During preparation, PIs should address “why is it critical that I carry-out this research?”
— How does your work impact the efforts within the international collaboration?
— To make the point, show any simulation results, trigger efficiency studies, or other
quantitative projections you have completed on your research activity
— Include some figures/plots to address your study and plans
Identify, where appropriate, innovative approaches to analysis method
A balanced program: strong physics effort + a hardware project for the U.S. upgrade scope
attached to an experiment or an operations component, where PI takes a lead
For searches, discuss the discovery reach and do not just state: “in the absence of a signal,
a 95% C.L. limit will be set.”
You may submit proposals of similar scope to Early Career and HEP comparative review
— Don’t just copy/paste one narrative into the other: check FOA instructions (e.g., page limits…)
— Align proposal with the process: in Early Career, develop a clear “5-year plan” and spell out
certain details for reviewers from non-LHC community

Prior to submission, applicants may want to seek guidance from appropriate senior faculty
and/or staff while preparing proposals, including the narrative and budget material
• Applicants encouraged to draw guidance from any members within the international collaboration
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Closing Remarks
§ HEP is maintaining the core of the DOE science mission
– We continue to deliver exciting discoveries, important scientific knowledge,
and technological advances
– FY 2018 HEPAP Portfolio Review on LHC: “DOE Energy Frontier program embodied
in the general-purpose experiments, ATLAS and CMS at the LHC, is a vital component
of the global particle physics program.”

§ HEP is executing the P5 plan and delivering science
– FY 2020 funding opportunities are anticipated to progress the same as FY 2019

§ FY 2020 House [and eventually Senate] Marks are ‘budget indicators’
– Fiscal budget is only known when Congress passes an appropriation and the
President signs the bill
– As P5-recommended projects ramp up, including those for the HL-LHC upgrades
and the U.S.-hosted international neutrino program, DOE is working within
the budget process to stress importance of research and operations
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REFERENCE
SLIDES

Data Recorded at CERN

Data (in terabytes) recorded on tape at CERN month-by-month:
Amount of data recorded on tape generated by the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) experiments, other experiments, various back-ups and
users. In 2018, more than 115 petabytes of data in total, including
about 88 petabytes of LHC data, were recorded on tape, with a record
peak of 15.8 petabytes in November 2018.
Credit: CERN Annual Report, 2018.

DOE HEP Budget in Historical Context
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FY 2020 House Marks
}

DOE Office of Science: $6.87B
}

$285M above FY 2019 enacted and $1.32B above FY 2020 request
}

}

Advances support for Artificial Intelligence (AI)

High Energy Physics: $1.045B
}

[HEP Core Program] — “[…] Within available funds, the recommendation provides $25,000,000
for the Sanford Underground Research Facility, not less than $50,000,000 for Accelerator R&D,
and $97,975,000 for the HL–LHC Upgrade Projects.
The Committee strongly urges the Department to maintain a balanced portfolio of small,
medium, and large scale experiments, and to ensure adequate funding for research performed
at universities and the national laboratories. The Committee encourages the Department to
fund facility operations at levels for optimal operations. […]”
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DOE Project Management
• Construction projects and fabrication of large pieces of experimental equipment costing
over $5M are managed through a series of “Critical Decision” milestones
• The CD process ensures successful project execution and scientific return on agency
investments, but funding must still be appropriated
– Projects reaching CD-3 may have technical readiness, but they must be supported in the
President’s Budget Request and receive funding from Congress before they can begin

• U.S. projects require use of U.S. accounting (contingency, labor, etc.) vs. CORE (M&S only)
Operating
Funds

Project
Definition

Initiation
(pre-project R&D)

DOE 413.3B:

Critical
Decisions

Operating
Funds

Total Project Cost (TPC)

(R&D continues…)

CD-0
Approve
Mission
Need

Identifies there
is a need that can
only be met thru
material needs

CD-1
Approve
Alternative
Selection
and Cost Range
Ensures the
selected alternative
and approach is the
optimum solution

Project
Closeout

Project Execution

CD-2
Approve
Performance
Baseline

CD-3
Approve
Start of
Construction

CD-4
Approve
Start of
Operations
(or Project Completion)

Definitive
cost, scope, and
schedule
baselines have
been developed

Project has
demonstrated
technical
readiness for
implementation

Project is completed
and ready for
turnover to
program operations

Renewal Proposal Products
§ ‘Renewal’ proposals plan to be accepted
– Such proposals are appropriate where funds are requested for an award first awarded in
2012 or later with no change in
• Recipient/applicant institution; research thrust(s) and research scope(s); and award’s lead-PI
– See also, when available, FAQ Q&As for additional guidance

§ Renewal Proposal Products
– Since Feb 2015, PIs must complete and submit ‘Renewal Proposal Products’ section in PAMS by
entering each product created during the course of the previous project period
• Details with step-by-step instructions available in PAMS User Guide, Section 9.2:
https://pamspublic.science.energy.gov/WebPAMSEPSExternal/CustomInterface/Common/ExternalUserGuide.pdf

– Types of products include:
• Publications (note: for collaborators on large experiments, list those where you were primary)
• Intellectual property, technologies or techniques
• Databases or software [made public]

§ Renewal Proposal Products are to be submitted after the application submission
– DOE will assign the renewal proposal to a Program Manager, resulting in an automated email
from PAMS to the PI with instructions ¬ be on the look-out for this email in your inbox
– Navigate in PAMS to ‘Tasks’ and enter all products within 5-days after the proposal submission
– Application will not be considered complete and therefore cannot be reviewed until the product
list has been submitted

Full Funding of Multi-Year Grants
§

Section 310(D) of the 2014 Consolidated Appropriations Act (CAA), passed by U.S. Congress on
January 17, 2014 and subsequent legislations enacted thereafter, requires full funding of
multi-year grants and/or cooperative agreements received from academic institutions with total
cost less than $1M.
• “Full funding” implies funds for the entire award for the proposal’s project period is obligated
at the time the award is made, instead of funding year-by-year.
• Requirement continues in FY 2015+.

§

Logistics on full funding:
• Process applies to new, renewal, or supplemental grant awards made after merit review.
• No other exemptions from this provision apply other than grants and cooperative agreements
are of total cost less than $1M – integrated over the project period approved for the proposal.

§

During the submission of a proposal along with conducting its merit review and making decisions
on the award:
• There will be no change to how an applicant applies for a grant or cooperative agreement.
• There will be no change to the merit review process.
• There will be no change to DOE Program Managers requesting revised budgets from PIs.

§

DOE Program Managers (PM) continue to have oversight of the research program by requiring
PIs to submit an annual research performance progress report that must be approved by the PM
prior to any funds being accessed by the PI the following year.

